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CHL\1I.AK, \VILLL~vI JOH~. Performance Evaluation of the National Bureau of

Standards Implementation of the Open System Interconnection Class 4 Transport

Protocol in a "Vide Area Network Environment.

(lJnder the direction of "Y. Chou and 4~.A. Nilsson)

The National Bureau of Standards Implementation of the Open System Inter

connection Class 4 Transport Protocol in a Wide Area Network can be modeled by

constructing a two node BC~/fP network with the local operation of the transport

protocol represented by an :vI/GIl processor sharing node and the external service

by an ~l/G/J:. node. The outputs of the model are the service time of the local

transport entity and the the time of external service which sum to the time delay

introduced by the transport protocol. In reality, the local service time is

insignificantly small compared to the total time delay. Development of this model

revealed that an assumption of an error free wide area network was unnecessary

and that the model deals with realistic degrees of error.

The transport protocol under study is assumed to be resident in the operating

system kernel. This permits rapid dissemination of protocol commands with

respect to the network layer's support. Therefore, management of the lower layer

by the transport entity is the key issue impacting the performance of the transport

protocol.

The modelling approach used, is a novel and a viable alternative derived from

the BCNfP theory. There is possible application to the upper three layers of the



Open System Interconnection.
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INTRODUCTION

Processing information has always been a hallmark of civilization. Conse

quently, there is always a desire to optimize the ability to process information.

Computer communications in the past decade has opened up a major new resource

for processing information. This movement has been influenced and directed by

the architectures of computer networks.

It is difficult for a single computer manufacturer to offer hardware that is fully

suitable for all applications . Assembling a single system which has the greatest

generalized power for information processing is a problem which must be solved.

It is financially unsound to acquire a separate mainframe computer for every appli

cation. It is also unreasonable to assume that any agency can purvhase every

hardware and software suite needed for specialized applications. However. pooling

resources to link computing facilities can avoid this problem and prove to be cost

effective.

Resource pooling requires a set of rules for participating facilities. A protocol

is the name given to such a set of rules. Such a protocol can be developed in an ad

hoc fashion with little chance of portability and standardization, or it can be done

by choosing a single vendor with a viable computer network architecture. A third

approach requires the installation of an architecture that governs the equipment at

a facility, that communicates with other facilities having the same architecture.
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and that provides tlexibility for growth which is inciepen dcn t. of a single mnuufuc

turer. This dissertation focuses on the third approach, the inter-systems communi

cation architecture.

The Open System Interconnection (OSI) provides the model for such an archi

tecture. OSI is a seven layer architecture. The layered architecture of OSI allows

an orderly protocol development so long as the layer interfaces are well-defined.

The structure of its architecture suggests a method of analysis which permits one

layer to be distinct from its adjacent layers. This approach provides the first

analytical model for the transport protocol which is the lowest layer with true

end-to-end significance. Furthermore, because of the layering. t.he methods of

analyzing the transport protocol may be applicable to the higher OSI layers.

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) has implemented a class 4 transport

layer protocol. This dissertation analyzes the time delay characteristics of the NBS

implementation.

The dissertation has nine chapters. The first is the introduction, or problern

definition. The second chapter provides an overview of the OSI architecture and

the OSI transport layer protocol. The third chapter surveys related work. The

fourth and fifth chapters presents the methods of analyzing the time delay of the

transport protocol. These methods of analysis produce expressions for expected

time delay of the various message types in chapter six. Chapter seven and eight

compare these results with values obtained from a simulation program of' the t ran

sport protocol. The final chapter summarizes the major findings and includes



suggestions for future research.
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THE OSI iillCHITECTLrRE

The International Standards Organization (ISO) has developed the Open Sys

tem Interconnection (OSI) reference model to facilitate communication between

computer systems. This reference model establishes a seven layer architecture for

communication. The layers are the application layer, the presentation layer. the

session layer, the transport layer, the network layer, the data link layer. and the

physical layer. The ISO study committee 16 has completed the transport layer

specification [1]. From this specification, the National Bureau of Standards (~BS)

has implemented a protocol for the OS1 transport layer [2-4]. This implementation

provides two of the five classes of services, the class 4 service and the class 2 ser-

VIce.

These classes of service are provided to ensure the protocol is capable of han

dling various network environments. The class 0 provides minimum functionality.

Connections are established and data transferred. Class 1 provides basic error

recovery. Class 2 operates in an environment that is shielded from network

errors. This is the first class to allow multiplexing of connections. Error recovery

and multiplexing are provided by class 3. Finally, the class 4 protocol provides the

error recovery methods of the class 3 protocol. In addition, error detection and

correction for loss, dup lication, and arrival out of sequence of data units used in

the transport protocol is provided.



2.1. OSI Transport Layer

In order to more conveniently discuss the OS1 model, t\VO definitions must be

introduced. ~:\. protocol entity is an operational implementation of a protocol.

Because there are seven layers in the OSI architecture, some entities in different

communicating machines are of the same layer. When these entities communicate

with one another they will do so as peers, being of the same layer. "rhus, they are

peer entities.

Understanding the relationship between the layers of the OSI architecture is a

key to understanding rhe transport layer protocol. Figure 1 demonstrates these

relationsh ips.

In the OSI refe-re nce model, layer ~ (:\i takes on values 1 through 6) provides

layer ~+ 1 with a basic set of functions called service primitives. Fur therrnore,

layer ~1 (M = 2,3,-1,5,6) uses the service primitives of layer ~I-l in order to be able

to provide the layer ~{ service prirnitives. So the transport layer, with the network

layer service primitives, supplies the session layer with a basic set of transport ser-

vice primitives.

Peer layer communication is another important concept in the analysis of the

transport layer. Basically, peer entities in the OSI reference model communicate

with one another using the services provided by the adjacent lower layers. This

cOffirTIunication may have one of two extents of meaning. The first is end-to-end

significance which involves only the peer entities at both the source and the desti

nation. The transport layer protocol and higher layer protocols have end-to-end
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make up the logical circuit between the source and destination in addition to the

source and destination entities. The layers below the transport layer have protocols

with this extent of communication.

Providing transparent end-to-end data transmission to the session layer is the

function of the transport protocol. This function is accomplished using the service

primitives listed by the ISO study committee 16 in the transport layer specification

[1]. They are:

(1) connect request indication,

(2) connect response «onfi r mat ion.

(3) data request indication.

(4:) disconnect request, and

(.5) disconnect indication.

Furthermore, the data transmission occurs either through an established logical

circuit to the end user, connection-oriented transmission, or to the end user

without previously establishing a logical circuit, the datagram transmission.

2.2. The NBS Transport Protocol

NBS has developed a working implementation of the class 2 and the class!

transport protocols [2-·4J. The class :2 protocol is assumed to operate in a very reli

able network. and the class ,-t protocol is assumed to work in a less reliable net

work. The NBS implementation is the subject of the next subtopic. This



dissertation deals solelv with t h« ('la~,~ 1 t rausport protocol. I"llrtllt,t'lllorl', the sps-

sion entity will be referred to as the user, for convenience.

The NBS transport protocol must provide the service primitives in accordance

with the formal specification of the transport layer. In order to abstract the ser

vices the transport layer renders for the two different transmission schemes, two

distinct finite state machines (FS~'I) were developed. One was for the

connection-oriented data transfers; the other was for the connectionless or

datagram transfers.

2.2.1. Characteristics or the NBS Implementation

The resulting '\F~S implorue n t atio n has the following characteristics. The

transport entity has a single queue, the work queue. Each transport connection is

governed by its own FS~'l. Finally, the entity can be either a user process or be a

part of the kernel.

The work queue stores the service phase requests of the transport. service data

units (TSDUs) which are the user requests for transport service. The actual phase

of service that the TSDU requires is governed by the connection 's FS~'I.

A separate FSNI controls the operation of each transport connection. The

state of the FSN[ is determined by the phase of service of the TSDlT and the status

of the computer system, the network, and the peer entity. Some states call for a

phase of service requiring no external service. These service phases are completed

and the TSDl~ associated with the connection is immediately placed in the work



queue. An example or this is the st at.e which closes t ht· t.ru nspor t «otuu-ct ion.

Other states require external service for their associated TSD{}s . The transport

entity services these and then sends them out for the network and the peer entity

to service. The _disconnect request is one state requiring external service in addi

tion to the local transport entity service.

The .\:BS transport entity can be a user process or a part of the kernel of the

operating system. Entities resident in the kernel have priority service. This. most

likely, results in the best performance because the protocol functions will enjoy the

priority of the operating system instead of a user process priority. The entity

created by a user process wou ld be easier to implerne nt because the operating sys

tem would not have to be altered. However, as a user process, this entity would

compete with other processes for CPC time.

2.2.2. Transport Protocol Data Units

Transport entities communicate with each other using transport protocol data

units (TPDUs). This dissertation deals with six TPDlTs. They are the data (DT),

acknowledgement (ACK), connection request (CR), connection confirm (CC),

disconnect request (DR), and disconnect confirm (DC) TPDU's.

The DT TPDU is used for transmitting user data. The ACK TPDU serves

three purposes. It acknowledges data and provides window size for flow control. It

also can be used to complete the establishment of a virtual circuit. The C~R TPDC

requests a transport connection. The conriection is confirmed with a CC TPDl_·..-\

DR TPDU is sent when there is cause for the transport connection to be
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termiuated. The connection is released upon receipt or a ()(. "['I-l()l P [rom thv peer

transport entity. In short, the function of a TPDU gives rise to its name.

2.2.3. Datagram Service

The use of the DR TPDU and the DC TPDU differentiates the two datagram

service types. The two way transfer is one type. In this service. the user gives his

transport entity data in the form of a TSDlT. The entity delivers the data with a

DR TPDU from the peer transport entity acknowledging the receipt of the TSDL:

and the connection is closed. In the other datagram type, the three way transfer,

the TSDlT is sent by the users transport. entity and is acknowledged by the the

peer entity. The users trun-sport entity must then acknowledg~ the DR TPDL
P

with a DC TPDU. This last acknowledgement is the main difference between the

two way and the three way datagram services.

2.2.4. Transport Service Data Unit Classes

User requests for datagram and connection-oriented services can be classified.

The key to classifying these requests is to trace them through their finite state

machines, making note of where significant delays occur. Certain user requests

have common delays. Thus, such user requests are grouped in a class. This tech

nique of tracing user requests produced six classes of TSDUs:

Connection oriented transfers whose initial negotiation

parameters are acceptable to both parties.
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Con nect ion oriented t runsf'ers whose i nit inl [Iegot iat ion

parameters are unacceptable to both parties.

Two way datagram transfers whose initial negotiation param

eters are unacceptable to both parties.

Three way datagram transfers whose initial negotiation

parameters are unacceptable to both parties.

Two way datagram transfers whose initial negotiation pararn-

eters are acceptable to both parties.

Three way datagram t.ransf'ers whose initial negotiation

pararnct crs are acceptable to both parties.

An example of the common delays found for the NO_ESTi\B class of TSDU is now

presented.

Example

The following is an example of how the delays are identified for the

~O_ESTAB class of transport request. For clarity, the transport entity initiating

the request, or the sender, is denoted transport A. The peer entity responding to

the request, or the receiver, is denoted transport B. Tracing this class of TSDU

through the transport layer yields the following.

(1) First, the request must be made to transfer data. This results in the user

connect request delay. Here the session entity requests the services of the

transport ..L\ in a connection oriented mode.
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reaches is the CALLING state, which is the wait for a network connection

to be established. This is the network connection confirm delay. Other

wise, the TSDU reaches the CR_SENT state.

(3) Once there is a confirmed network service available, a C~R must be sent by

transport A. Transport B sends a CC in response to the CR where the

negotiation parameters are not acceptable, as this is a NO_EST AB class

request. So the next delay is the bad connection confirm delay.

(4) Transport A then sends a DR which is answered by transport B's DC. This

is the del a y t 0 ~ t' Il d a DR.

(5) Transport A waits a reasonable amount of time before releasing the connec

tion reference number for possible use, where a connection number is a

number assigned by a transport entity to keep control over a given connec

tion. This is the reference wait delay.

(6) Finally, the connection must be closed which accounts for the closed delay.

Buffers and the connection number are released.
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ANALYSIS OF END-TO-END PROTOC·OLS

3.1. Introduction

This chapter presents a su mmary of published studies related to the transport

layer. To date. however, only a fe\v papers in the literature deal with end-to-end

multifunction protocols. The first models examined are Chapins proposed tran

sport models [.5]. The High-Level Data Link Control (HDLC) model of Bux, Kum

merle. and Troung [t3J is then d iscussed , followed by Reiser's path control buffer

overflow model [71. Finally. a review of Schwartz 's work [8] comparing flow con

trol schemes completes the consideration of prior work in the area of end-to-end

multifunction protocols.

3.2. Chapin's Proposed Model

To date, no formal analytical performance evaluation model of the transport

layer protocol exists. However, Lyman Chapin proposes a model [5] for both the

connection oriented and the datagram transfers of this layer. These models are

examined. To model the connection oriented data transmission services, Chapin

requires his model to have a send queue and a receive queue for both the initiating

entity and the responding entity. In contrast, the NBS transport protocol has a sin

gle queue for the transport entity. Therefore, using two separate queues in a rnodel

is fundamentally inconsistent.



For t.he dat.agrurn service, the model proposed by Chn p in dOE's not provide for

the isolation of the transport entity. Instead, he combines the transport entity's

queue with that of the network. However, the OSI reference mode] calls for the

network layer to be disjoint from the transport layer. Equally important, the NBS

implementation does not combine these two queues. Thus, the datagram model

cannot be used in this dissertation.

3.3. An HOLC Model

Bux et al [6] study the HDLC protocol. In their paper, they are not concerned

with initiation or termination of a connection arid they assume the existence of

separate send and receive buffers. Th is model is similar to Chapin's con n--ct ion

oriented model and su~ers the same shortcomings. However, only studying the

data transfer phase of the protocol is an interesting restriction which this HDLC

paper utilizes. Moreover, this strategy does give some indication of throughput

restrictions during data transmission.

3.4. Path Control Buffer Overflow Model

In Reiser's paper [7], a buffer overflow model is proposed for path control

analysis. The operation of a path control scheme in a network is examined.

Specifically, Reiser studies the following protocol functions:

(1) variable-sized messages broken into packets for transmission and reassem

bled at the destination,
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(3) messages routed on a transit route between nodes of a network,

(4) implementation of flow control, and

(5) managemen t of the buffer pools.

Reiser studies the behavior of every node In the network. He does not single out

source-destination pairs. As a result, network time is not separated from the total

transaction time. This is not acceptable for the study of the transport layer .

..Another difficulty is that the path control protocol is a function of the System Net-

work Ar c h i r.ect ure (S.\i~~) of [B~r which does not enjoy a one to one correspon-

dence w i t h the O~l architecture. In particular, Reiser uses a homogeneous network

which has each node actively enforcing flow control. In the NBS implementation,

flow control must be performed by the source and destination transport entities.

Reiser's approach, then, cannot be used in the dissertation.

3.5. Flow Control Comparison

A comparison of two flow control mechanisms is the subject of Schwartz's

paper [8]. One mechanism is the swapping window such as that used in SNA net-

works. The other is the sliding window mechanism such as that used in the tran-

sport layer. The study is limited to single, loss-free virtual routes.

The swapping window model is a closed queuing network. It consists of \,1

queues with exponential servers which feed two other components. One is a bulk

arrival mechanism which releases its contents upon receipt of the first message of a
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the arrival rate of the system. The M queues in this model represents the number

of nodes in the virtual circuit. Because of the bulk arrival mechanism, the Norton

equivalent rnethod of solution [9] is not applicable. Nevertheless, Schwartz uses

the Norton analysis and compares the results with a simulation of the network.

The results of his simulation shows the Norton approximation to be adequate for

virtual circuits of under six hops with rnoderate loading. At seven hops, even the

independence assumption between nodes breaks down which makes the results

worse.

In his sliding window analysis. a closed queuing network is again used . Mes-

sages exceeding the available window are assumed to be blocked. His model has :\,

the window size, messages circulating in a closed network of M transit nodes which

ends with a special queue for the window mechanism. The special queue blocks

messages if N messages are in the Lv[ nodes. For this model, the Norton comple

ment queue is solvable using the loss assumption.

This study, then, proposes a heuristic approach for swapping window flow

control schemes. Schwartz uses a loss mechanism which adequately models the

sliding window scheme. The NBS transport protocol, however, is a sliding window

scheme in which messages arriving outside the window are not necessarily lost.

Thus, the swapping window How control model cannot be used as it is a model of a

different flow control discipline, and the sliding window analysis cannot be used as

it utilizes the overly restrictive loss assumption.
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3.6. Surn mar-y

This section dealt with the work related to the study of end-to-end protocols.

None of the four models adequately represents the transport layer protocol. The

next chapter presents a new analytical model as well as the development of the

simulation of the transport layer protocol.
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iVIETHOD OF THE NBS TRf\NSPORT PROTOCOL l\0ii-\L '{SIS

The result of this analysis is an analytical model of the NBS transport layer

protocol in a wide area network envirorunen t in which the transport entity under

study is embedded in its operating environment. Because the NBS protocol makes

use of only a single queue for holding requests, the transport layer protocol entity

is modeled as a single queue server. The server's output either feeds back to itself,

closes a transpor t connection, or directs the TSDlT to an external server which

feeds the processed TSDl- back to the work que1l€. The external server is made up

of the network layer service and the other external transport entities with which

the transport protocol interacts. From this model, an expression for time delay is

derived. The model results are then compared to values obtained from a simula-

tion program.

The purpose of the simulation program is to simulate the operation of the

class 4 OSI transport layer protocol. The following statistics are obtained from the

simulation: message throughput, message delay time, message service time, exter

nal messa~e time. The external message service time is the service time a TSDU

receives external to the initiating transport entity.

In the simulation, the user requests that data be transferred by two \vay, three

way. or connection oriented transfer. The requests arriving to the transport. entity

follow a Poisson distribution. Data lengths are assurned to be exponentially
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Jist ribu ted. The en tit.y must then work to ensure reliab!« dat~J t rn.nstu issio n or t h«

data or inform the user of an unsuccessful attempt.

In the study of the transport protocol, the average size of the TDPes rnust be

determined. From these values, the mean transmission times of the TPDUs can be

easily found. The expressions for the probability of timeouts and the probability

of retransmissions are based upon these mean transmission times.

The first step in analyzing the protocol is to determine the mean size of the

TSDU and the mean sizes of the TPDUs in terms of some standard. The max-

imurn size of the DT TPDtT, dmax, is that standard. So rewrite the following

mean values in terrns or Jn1J.X:

E[TS'DU]=.rts "dmax

E[CR]=xcr "dmax

E[CC]=xce "dmaz

E[DR] = Xdr "dmaz

E [DC] = Ide "dmcz

E [A CK] == Xack "dmaz (4.1)

The expected time to transmit the various TPDUs LS the ratio of the mean

TPDU size to the network link capacity, net_cap. So

TeR
~
net_cap

Tee == £LfU
net_cap

TDr
dm ax

net_cap
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lJ.Qtl
net_cap

TDc = -.m
net_cap

TACK =~
net_cap

(4.2)

40L, Marragernen t Concerns of the Transport Protocol

In a decision to utilize a new protocol, the management of a computing instal-

lation must weigh various issues involving cost, practicality, reliability, and accu-

racy. A key variable in these issues is the delay to the users. Management must

therefore be concerned with the impact of the transport protocol on the telecom-

munications services provided by th- ir facility. This section deals wir h the overall

impact of the transport protocol on the virtual circuit service and the datagram

service.

4.1.1. Network Time

The irnpact of the transport layer is best measured by sending a message

through the network without using the transport entity, measuring the perfor-

mance, sending a message through the network using the transport entity, measur-

ing that performance, and then comparing those two performances. Both the vir-

tual circuit and datagram services are studied. These services are further broken

down into two separate. cases. One involves itself with a transmission in which

timeouts are not assurned to occur or occur so infrequently that they may be

ignored. The other ease involves the irnpact of tirneouts.
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(see Figure 2). On the average, Itsdu DTs are sent. All of the DTs are ack-

nowledged; however, the last ..~CK is sufficient to acknowledge the TSDlT. So

::::: ItJdu. TDT + 2 T.\'D as TACK « TDT.

where T~VD -= The delay of the network layer.

).IO\V consider t irneouts. Let

R = E [ lVo. of data I
Dr - retransmissions

Then

(4.3)

(4.1)

With the transport entity. the value for the three classes of messages are now

considered.

4.1.2. Impact on Virtual Circuit Service

First is the EST~L\B message class.

but

T iii ;::::" [ number of times through the entity]en I y ~

Texternal = [TCR + TNO + TCC + TNO ]

+ [Xtsdu Tor + TNO + TACK + TNO ]

+ [TOR + T,vo + t DC + T,vO ]

(4.5)

(4.6)
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TSDU

Figure ~ TIming Diagram for Transmission

Without Using the Transport Protocol
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TOT» (tOR + Toe J
Tentlty

because the DT TPDlJ is larger than the other TPDUs and the total entity time is

insignificant.

So the difference in time between data transfers with and without the transport

protocol, which is denoted J.xport. is

~Iport = (Tm 1d y + Tezlernal) - T

= (TCR + Tcc + 2 T,vo J + (Iisdu TOT + 2TNO ) + 2TNO

( It .du TDT + :.! T.VD )

( TCR + rcc + I T.VD J (4.7)

Thus it is the protocol which adds time in the overhead phases of service such

as connection establishment and connection release. This is the case whether vir-

tual circuit or datagram methods is used.

When timeouts are taken into consideration Texternai becomes

Texternal = [TeR + TND + Tee + TNO]

+(1 + ROT) (XtSdu TOT + 2TNO) + 2*(1 + ROR)TNO

where

R == E [ 1'/0 . 0 f DR 1
DR - retransmissions

(4.8)

Recalling the results of Equation -t.~, the impact due to the transport layer when

timeouts are taken into consideration is
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4.1.3. Impact on Datagram Service
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The second class of message is the TWOW}\y _X}'ER message. Recall that if

a TSDU fits in a CR TPDU, then it is transmitted by the "short transfer" method,

otherwise DT TPDUs are used in the "blossomed transfer". So the external service

time is given by

TeIternal = P( short transfer) ( Tor + TNO + TOR + TNO )

+P(blossomedtransfer) (TCR + TNO + Tcc + TNO)

+ P( blossomed transfer} (Xtsdn Tor + "2 T,vo )

Because TDR « TDT . it is ignored. ThIIS~

flxport = (P(bl?.5somed transfer) - 1) (XtSdU Tor + 2TNO )

+ P( short transfer) (Tor + 2 TNO )

+ P( blossomed transfer) (TCR + Tcc + 2 T,vo )

= P [blossomed trans/er] (2*TND + TCR + Tee)

P[short transfer] TDT(Xtsdu -1)

When retransmissions due to timeouts are also considered,

Texternal = P(shorttransfer)(l + Ror ) (Tor + 2TNO)

+ P( blossomed transfer) ( TCR + r cc + 2 TNO )

+ Pi blosso me d tran8/er)(l + Ror ) (XtsdU Tor + 2TNO)

(4.11)



l·'rorn this result and ~~quatiorl L1. titt' d illercnco in t i uu- tlsing thf\ t ru nsport lnyer

is

j.xport = (P(blossomed transfer) - 1)(1 + RDT ) (Xtsdu TDT + 2TND J

+ P{short trctnsfer)(1 + RDT ) (TD T + 2*TND )

+ P( blossomed transfer) (T CR + Tcc + 2TND )

= P(short transfer)(l + RDT)TDT

+ P(blo:;somed transfer) (fCR + Tcc + 2*TND )

- Pi short trans/er)(l + RDT)Xtsdu TDT

= P( blos.<om ed fran:;jf'r) (fCR + fcc + :2 *T.VD J

- P(short tran8fer)(1 + RDR)(Xtsdu - l)TDT (4.13)

It is interesting to note that if the message sizes are one packet in length,

P(blossomed transfer) vanishes, and Xts-1 so that there is virtually no overhead

introduced by using the datagram service illustrating the advantage of datagram

service. Moreover, this situation arises in interactive applications.

The three way datagram service impact is nearly identical with the two way

datagram service because the DC TPDU is sent as the REF_W~L\.IT state is entered.

This means that no Network delay is imposed on the transport entity of user ..~.

Finally, if all the transfers are short transfers, there is no difference between

using the transport protocol and not using the transport protocol. If the applica-

tion layer is involved in an interactive service, then a datagram service is indeed

composed of short transfers. 1"his makes the impact of the transport layer
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4.1.,t. Summary of Irn pacf

(1) For the ESTi\..B class in disregarding timeouts

~ zpori = (TCR + Tcc + 4TND )

(2) The impact OIl the EST j-\B class due to the transport layer In an environ-

ment when timeouts are taken into consideration is

.11porl = TCR + Tec + 2 T,VD + (1 + RDR ) T:VD

(3) For datagram service disregarding timeouts

~Iport = P( Blossomed Traru;fer)(2 T.VD + TeR + Tee)

-- P(~'hort Tran:;fer) TOT(Xtsdu - l)

(4) Datagram service when tirneouts are considered is affected by the transport

layer protocol in the following way:

~Iport = P(Blosson~edTransfer)(2T.VD + TCR + Tee)

- P(Short Transfer)(l + RDR)(Xtsdu - l)TDT

4.1.5. Why Implement the Protocol

The question naturally arises "Why have a transport protocol if so much over

head is added?" Indeed, as long as one only uses equipment from vendor A which

communicates together well, there is no need for this protocol. There is no addi

tional overhead other than that imposed by vendor /\'5 own protocols. However,

when one wishes to communicate with someone using equipment of vendor B, one

has three options:



invent one's own protocol:

- convince the other party to buy equipment from vendor A: or

- jointly agree to install the OS1 architecture.

Furthermore, the existence of wide area networks such as ARP ~-\~ET and

TELENET certainly open many sources of information processing potential. The

full potential of using such networks can only be tapped when a user can access the

capabilities of other machines making them the user's virtual machines. This can

only be done with a common architecture like the OSI reference model,

4.2. r\nalytical rvfodel

This section deals with the analytical model. The assumptions are stated

first, followed by a rough model of the transport layer. Finally, the refined model

is presented.

4.2.1. Assumptions

In modeling the transport protocol. the following assumptions are made.

(1) User requests have exponentially distributed interarrival times and exponen-

tially distributed data (or TSDU) sizes.

(2) .L~ TSDU makes up a window in the transport protocol.

(3) The size of the CR. ee. DR, DC. and ACK TPDC's are obtained by adding

to the mandatory header size. a value uniformly distributed over the size of

the optional header ~ection. These TPDU's comprise the overhead.
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(,5) Every DT is acknowledged,

(6) Timer values are fixed.

(7) The protocol operates in a wide area network.

(8) The protocol will be resident in the machine as a kernel process. Because of

this, processing times can be assumed to be deterministic and small. These

times are small for the reasons stated in the introduction. Because they are

dwarfed by the network times, the deterministic assumption introduces no

significant error.

(9) Peer erit.it.ies a re assumed to be perfect. 010 queuing time is assumed to occur

in the peer entities. Simulation results show this to be a good assumption.

(10) Processing times of the peer transport entities (transport B's) are very small.

The small entity service time assumption is appropriate as the peer entities

are assumed to be perfect.

(11) The network layer is modeled as an Erlang server.

(12) The external service combines the network layer and the peer transport ser

vice. The external server is modeled as an M/G/~ server.

(13) Each connection is given a certain amount of buffer from a buffer pool which

is finite.
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In addition to the aforementioned assumptions, it should be understood that a

phase of service is associated with each delay in a TSDL~ class. Furtherrnore, the

entity service rendered is dependent on the phase of service. For example,

datagram and connection oriented data transfers have different data transmission

service distributions. Another example is that the connection establishment ser

vice phase distribution is different from data transfer service phase distribution.

This phase dependent service yields the model for transport entity service appear-

ing in Figure 3.

Because obtaining t he t irno dclav of the transport protocol is the objective of

this dissertation, the Iact that the transport entity utilizes the services of the net

work layer in communicating with the peer entity must be taken into considera

tion. So the system must be decomposed into the transport entity and the external

service provider.

The model for the transport protocol of the OSI is now presented. Consider a

TSDC of an arbitrary request class. It progresses through a series of service phases

starting with a request for its transport connection and ends with the termination

of its transport connection, the CLOSED phase (see Figure 3).

Some of the service phases require only the services of the local transport

entity. The rest must use both the transport entity and external services Irorn the

network layer and the peer transport entity. The model for such a service phase is

shown in Figure 4. 0iote that the input stream and output stream are indeed
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Figure 3: General Madel far TSOU Service
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Figure 4: Model for a Phase with only Local Service
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entity's services. The last phase is the C~LOSED phase which does not feedback. If

this model (combined with the assumption that the actual transport entity times

are almost negligible) was all there was to the analytic model, a solution would

already be available. Kleinrock has this model, the processor sharing model [10],

for the ~I/G /1 case solved for both the average response time, T(x), for a customer

requiring x seconds of processing time

i:

where

T(x) =
1-p

(4.14)

p == utilization

and the waiting time. \\r(x). for that customer.

W(x)=~
I-p

(4.1.5)

Some external servicing occurs in the full model (Figure 3). The external

server is comprised of a network service and the service of a peer transport entity.

If the service times of the messages are strictly exponential with no priority struc-

ture or local balance for the model held for all classes of customers, the ~orton

theorem method could be applicable. But in the NBS implementation of this pro-

tocol, the DR TPDU is given top priority. Furthermore, service times are not

strictly exponential. Now, if the transmission phase alone is considered and no

timeouts occur, then the required exponential service time exists. The timeout res-

tr iction could be lifted by having randomly occurring t irneouts as shown by Reiser

[7]. However, the other phases of service do not have exponential service time
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tially distributed service times. They are all non-zero mean uniform distribut.ions.

Because the protocol is operating in wide area networks, the network times

are significantly greater than the transport entity times. As long as these network

times are independent of the transport entity. and as long as the network times

remain exponential, then the input stream, due to the external server, remains

Markovian. But if the network is congested or has an unacceptable error rate.

then timeouts and lost acknowledgements make arrivals to the transport entity

dependent on the network time. Appendix D has a list of the four network types

for which a HC").,[P network solution would exist. Sinre this protocol gives the DR

TPDl~ priority, an exact BC'\·lP solution does not exist, suggesting a need for an

alternate solution. This alternate method is to assume a product form solution

and to find out when the DR priority interferes with that assumption.

Each class of message in Figure 3 uses the local transport entity and some

tirnes uses external service. The model of the ESTiill class TSDL~. Figure .5, illus-

trates this point.

Here the connection establishment (CON EST), data transfer (D~..\.T~~ XFER).

and connection termination (CON TER.NI) phases are the only service phases to

use both the local transport entity and the external server. The other service

phases use only the local transport entity. These phases are the user interface

(CSER). network connection (:\ET CON), data transfer request (DATA XFER).

reference number timer (REF w AIT), and the housekeeping phase for the
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connection t.er rniuation ((. LOSI~I)).

Note also from Figure.5. that the state of the system can be described as the

number of TSDUs in the transport entity, nt ' and the number of TSDUs in exter-

nal service, ne •

With the BCwlP assumption, the time to serve a TSD(->", T. is expressed as the

sum of t\VO other times: the time taken in the local transport entity, T, and the

time taken in external service. Te . That is

T

So

T

(4.16)

(-1. L7)

The functional summary diagram of the SOLID_ESTA.B class model in Figure

6 shows the reduction to two functional nodes.

4.2.2.1. The Processor Sharing Node

From the model, one can see that

x

where

the required service time
x -- for a TSDU

and

f..Ll

(4.18)
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Figure 6: General Model of the Tran9port Portocol
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~i[lce the arrival rate. A, IS very small, and the ser vi.:e tinu- of rhe eu t.ity IS

J-LL

also very small, the utilization of the transport entity, PI' is negligible. So,

(4.19)

As a digression, consider this node to be an Nl/M/l node. The same result

would be reached for Tt .

T.\JA/I
PI *1-

1 - PI A

1

CtlJ..11
=

1 - PI

1
number of services (4.20)

Thus, the time taken in the transport entity is approximately the number of

services required. The units llsed is the time taken for the kernel resident tran-

sport entity to process a request. In this dissertation, one millisecond is arbitrarily

chosen as this reference unit of time.

4.2.2.2. The External Node

Because the external node is modeled as an 1\;[ j G j'XJ server,

(4.~1)

as



(4.22)
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CH~L\PTER 5

TL\1E DELi\.Y ANALYSIS

This dissertation analyzes the mean, end-to-end time delay of the transport

protocol. The tools for the analysis of time delay are obtained by making use of

distributions for service phase success, TSDU size, and window size. The service

phase success probabilities are developed first.

The local entity and the external server are treated separately. Therefore, the

mean value for the entity time is given by finding the mean number of services a

class of TSDl~ receives. The external service time is more difficult to obtain.

The discussion of external service time is broken up into two sections: one sec

tion discusses the time taken for overhead phases, those not directly involved in

data transfer, and the other section addresses data transmission. In the data

transmission section, virtual circuit transmission and datagram transmission are

treated separately.

5.1. Probability that a. Service Phase Does Not Timeout

The probability that a given external phase of service does not timeout. Ph ,IS

generally obtained by assuming the time to transmit a TPDlT pair through the net

work as the sum of the actual time to transmit each of the TPDl~s plus the net

work delay for each. So the probability of success is the value of the probability

distribution function (PDF) of the timeout value.
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rrhat is

Pii = P[TTPDU + TND + Te o R + TND < timer]

where

TTPDU == time to transmit the TPDU.

TeOR == time to transmit the corresponding TPDC

Let

(5.1)

~Y = TTPDU + T ND + TeoR + T;vD

Furthermore, let each of the random variables contributing to X be independent

random variables. Then it is found that

and

a./~ = a }PDU + 2 *a ~D + fI ~OR

In order to find the probability that a data phase is successful, the distribu-

tion for the time taken during the data transmission phase is needed. From that

distribution, the probability of a successful data transmission is determined. Let

--'Yi be the amount of time required to send packet i and receive its acknowledge

ment. It is easily seen that the event

[packet times out] == (Xi? timeout) (.5.2)

A window is made up of Xtsdu packets, so within a window, a timeout occurs if

[packet times out I == (max (Xi) ? timeout) (.5.:3)



This event IS difficult to quantify, but the complement ot' that event IS readily

obtained.

[packet doesn't timeout] == n ("Yl s; timeout l
aU i ,,

P[packet doesn't t£meout] = i~l (XI ::S t£meout)

where ~ =: min (Itsdu' no. of packets in the message).

The mean value of ..iYi is

:\0\\

2 ? ') .} ?

a ..r. = fIjVD + aF.fD + fI ACK + ITDr

for 4¥t , i = 1,2..... Xtsdu, assuming TACK, TDr , and TND are independent.

Approximate Xi as a normal random variable

and then P[timeout] is written as

[

4¥i - Xi rirans - ~¥iI
P(timeout] = P >

ax, ax,

= p [z > _rt_ra_n_S_-_4'¥_iI
ax,

(.5.-1 )

(S.5)

(S.6)

(.5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

where Z is the standard normal random variable and rirans is the data transmis-

sion timer value.



Hence ,

Pt« = P [no timeout in the uJ£ndow]

( )
u,«;

= 1 -- P[tilneout] (5.10)

For the other phases, the probability that a phase does not timeout is found

by assuming the external time is a normally distributed ra ndom variable..t'". This

random variable is then compared with the timer value to determine the probabil-

ity of success. Probabilities for the overhead phases requiring external service fol-

low.

Connection Establishment:

and

Pte = p [~y ~ initiate]

where initiate == the connection timer value.

Connection Termination:

x = TDR + TND + TDC + T iVD

Ptd = P[~Y~terminate]

where terminate == the termination timer value.

Short Transfers:

Ptxs = P [.¥::; initiate]

(.5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14 )

(5.t5 )

(,5.16)

where the expected value of a CR TPDlf during short transfers is used instead of

ru.



5.2. Probability the External Ser-vice Phase is successful

The probability of service phase i succeeding, Pi, deals with external service

phases. It is the probability that a TPDlJ is successfully sent and acknowledged by

the appropriate TPDlT within a specific timeout value and is not lost in the net-

work layer. Thus.

[

TPD [r exchange does not take too lOng]

p£ = P .4.JVD

TPDC"s are not lost

It is useful to define the following terms:

(1) PSi = phase i is successful.

(2) PC"z = phase i is not successful.

(3) TO:, == Phase i, in a error free network, exceeds the time allotted to it

specified by the timer value.

(4) L, == a TDPU active during phase i is lost.

(5) Ph == P{ The time taken to execute a service phase does not exceed the timer

value} , Pti + qti = 1. It is apparent that qti = P [ TO I ].

(6) q = P[L i ] for all i and P + q=l.

It is interesting to note that if either event TO l or £1 occurs. a timeout occurs.

However, these are two different events which contribute to the issuance of a

timeout. The probability that phase i is not successful is



P [ P c, ] = P [ ( TO lOR L I Jl
= qtl + q - P [ (TOi AND Ld ]

Now the actual time taken to send a TPDU through the network is indepen-

dent of the loss probability because the loss mechanism works on TPDlJs with

equal malice. It does not differentiate between tardy TPDl~s and swift TPDl;s. So

= qti * P + q

and

Pi = 1- p[PUi ] = Ptl * P where = C,d,IS,X

5.2.1.1. Expected Number of Service Phases

(5.19)

The expected number of service phases for the transport entity approximates

Tt • It is made up of two types of values. One type is services involving only the

local transport entity. The second type of value involves service phases that send

the TSDU for external service. Let V£ be the number of times a TSDU visits the

transport entity in phase i. When only local service in phase i is required. Vi 1 .

When external service IS required, Vi can assume one of two values.
1

Pi
if

retransmissions are unlimited, and ~
Pi

f + 1
-q--, if retransmissions are limited to f.

P1

In these two expressions, P, is the P[phase

qi - P [phase i fails] = 1- Pi

IS completed successfully],
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Let the first of the t\VO values of the random variable, ~/l' be the geomet.r ic

value. Let the second value, be the truncated geometric value which is developed in

Appendix A. Because retransmissions are actually limited by the protocol, the

truncated geometric value, _1_
Pi

Transport Entity Time

ql + 1 .
--, IS used. In summary,

Pi

last ~hase

= ~ Vi
i=l

where

r _ r1 for phases requiring only local service
Vi - l-q!~l

I I for phases requiring external service
Pi

For phases requiring external service, the difference between the geometric and

ql +1

truncated geometric value is only _1-. Because Pi > 0.5 for a good implementa
Pi

tion, the geometric value provides an excellent approximation.

5.3. External Service Time

5.3.1. Introduction

In the study of external service time, two simplifying assumptions are made.

They deal with network error and random variable treatment.

Network error is treated in the following \vay. Loss probabilities are assigned

to transactions. It is these probabilities which are used and not the bit error rate

directly.



Any given phase has one or more 1'PDlfs associated with it. The t ime taken

to complete a phase is usually the sum of several random variables. Because the

exact treatment of the resultant random variable is extremely cumbersome, the

following approximation is used. If the resultant random variable is dominated by

a few random variables. the small components are either ignored or treated as con

stants.

It is shown in Appendix B that Te is the sum of the times the TSDU spends in

each phase of external service. This result has a very nice intuitive appeal: The

external service time is found by simply summing the time spent in each phase of

service.

The external time is made up of the time to send data, which is the purpose of

the protocol. It is also made up of overhead phases which ensure orderly data

transfer. The next section covers the mean external service time for overhead

phases. This is followed by a derivation of the external service time for data

transmission.

5.3.2. Overhead TPDU Phases

To accomplish reliable end-to-end data transfer, some overhead is inherent.

The TPDUs used in these phases are not segmented any further by the protocol.

Because of this, success or failure of these phases depends only on the TPDlT

involved being sent and acknowledged.
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T\NO expressions are now developed La examine the t ime taken in a phase:

the time taken to complete a phase of service when the nurnber of

retransmissions are unlimited and

the time taken to complete a phase of service when the number of

retransmissions are limited.

5.3.2.1. Unlimited Retransmission Assumption

First, recall that Pz = P[TPDU succeeds] and Pi+ qt == 1 . If there is no limit

to the number of retransmissions, the expected time to complete a given service

phase is easy to derive. Let the following values be defined:

E [ Te ] -= E[Time to complete a service phase]

TTPDU == E[Time to transmit a TPDlT]

TCOR == E[Time to transmit the corresponding TPDU]

TO == Timeout value

T1VD == E[Network delay]

TTC == TTPDU + TeoR ·

Now

E[T
e

] = E[Time to complete a phase Isuccessful attempt]p

+ E [Time to complete a phase Iunsuccessful attempt] ql

= (TTPDU + TND + TeoR + TtVD)Pi + (TO + Te)qi

= Pi(TTC + 2 T1VD) + qi(TO + r.,



= TTC + q t + ~ 1"'0<>,YD
Pl

·18

(.1.21 )

As Pi vanishes, Te becomes very large. However, an unbounded service time

is unsatisfactory. To prevent this, the protocol has a fixed number of retransmis-

sions. The last retransmission is special, however. If the previous transmission

attempts fail, the timer value is set to accommodate the longest anticipated delay

to maximize a reasonable chance of success. The external service time of the fixed

retransmission strategy is now examined.

5.3.2.2. Limited Retransmission Assumption

In an actual protocol, the number of retransmissions is limited to a number,

f . For the moment let

tx= TTPDU + 2TND + Teo»

and

ei == time taken after i attempts

The expected time to complete an overhead service phase then becomes

where

E [en] = tz * Pi + (TO + E [en-i-l ]) * qi for n=1,2, ... .t.i

and

(5.23)

(5.24)

(5.26)

where PI is the probability that the last attempt is successful. which is very close

to unity by design.



1""his Ior wa.rd recursion is now oxarnined . Let

ao == E [ Te J

az == E [e i ]

From Equation 5.25.

which can be rearranged to

.9

(5.27)

(5.28)

(5.29)

Let ..-l

and

....L and B - - J:L Equation .5.29 becomes
qz qz

(5.30)

(5.31 )

This recursion takes the form

n-l

an = .It n ao + B I ..4. k
k=O

To prove this, examine the inductive step:

(5.32)

( n-l]= it. ..4 n ao + B I ~4 k

k=O
+B

n-L
= A n -to 1 a0 + B 2 .4 k ~ 1 + B

k==O
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n
4-1 n r Lao + B ~ ~-i k

k-=O

Equation 5.32 is used to determine af.

f -1
t f + B >. J.,t kaf = ./t ao -.J '"1.

k=O

Because ao = E [Te ]. E [ t; ] is found by solving equation .5.33 for ao·

(5.3:3 )

[rf -1 1
at - B~ -

E[Te ]

k~O qi
= ao =

[:i r
1 - [:1 r

q/at - B q/ (,5.34)
Pz

qi

The forward recursion leads to

Since the last, or f th, transmission is governed by the give_up timer w hieh is large

enough to virtually ensure a successful transmission, PI -1. Equation ,5.34 becomes

E [ Te ] = tx + TO ;: (1 - q! ) CS.35)

This is the expectation for the time taken in any phase of service which is not

directly involved in the transmission of data.

5.3.3. Service Time for' the Data Transmission Phases

Another model is used to aid in the analysis of data transmission. This model,

see Figure 7, is an adaptation of the work done by Raychadhuri [11]. From the



a (n)

I

i
I

A. I

!
Ir------, I

_~_~--.---l

b (n)

--_._._-{:.>
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where a (n) = P[ TSDU arriving has n packets]

b (n) = P[ TSDU entering data transmission service has n packets]

Figure 7: Data Transfer Model
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model, the expected time to t.ransrni t data can be developed.

The service time for the data transmission phases must take both virtual cir-

cuit and datagram transmissions into account. In both cases an assumption grant-

ing unlimited retransmission is given first as the solution is very straightforward.

This is followed by the more realistic restriction on retransmissions.

Although there is a difference between datagram service and virtual circuit

service, the development is roughly the same. So the service time is given first and

the special considerations given to datagram service are then discussed.

5.3.3.1. Unlimited Retransmission Assumption

When the number of retransmissions is unlimited and the probability of sue-

cess IS constant, the probability of retransmission becomes geometrically distri-

buted. This assumption yields the quickest result for the service time.

[] [
- - - dmax 1 ( -E Te =Px 2 T1VD + TACK+A +qx.rtrans+ Te ' )

net_cap

where

:c

A = 2: na(n)
n=O

and

Te ' = E[Tirne to transmit data after a timeout has occured]

[ T - - dmax] ( -= Pz 2 .VD + TACK + B + qx rirans + Te ' )
net_cap

Hence,

(5.36 )



f/J+ - rlrans
P.l

Now with A geometrically distributed, B is also geometrically distributed.

This results in

r; = 2 T,VD + TACK + ~4_d_m_a_x_ + _q_x rtrans
net_cap PI

Combining Equations .5.36 and 5.39

E [T] ."') T- + T- + A- dmax + ~ riranse = ~ .VD ACK co
net_cap PI

Using Equations .5.36 and 5.38, E [ r, ] can be written as

(,5.39)

(5.40)

= 2 T iVD + TACK+PI * dmax (if - B)
net_cap

(,5.41)+ dmax B + ~ rtrans
net_cap Px

which allows a tabulation of E [ r, ]even if A is not geometrically distributed. But

as Pi gets smaller, this result becomes a very poor prediction of time delay.

5.3.3.2. Limited Retransmissions

Consider a limited amount of retransmissions. This gives rise to a truncated

geometric distribution.

Let
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II = 2 TVD + TACK + B dma.r
net_cap

Then

E[e n ] = ix "* Px + (TtTans + E[en+t]) qx for n=1,2,:3 .... ! -1 (.').44)

and

Let

and

Equation ,5.45 becomes

and so

This becomes

E [ ef ] = tx ~ Pf - tx

~ = tr * Px + rtrans * qx

(.5.4.5)

(.5.46)

So

but

(5.47)

(5.48)



B) ]Pl + tfz " rlrans + 'l: 7 a, (5.49)

So

1 [ [ dmax - 1a l = - ao - tx + (..4 - B) P;r, - rlr ans
q:z net_cap

Using the last two equations and Equation ,).48, ao becomes

ao = Pf * tx * q! + tx (1 - q! J

With PI-I, Equation .5.51 becomes

(5.50)

(.5.51)

- dmax - - qI ( f JT; == t.r + PI (.~ - B) + rlrans - 1 - qx
net_cap PI

which differs from the geometric result in Equation .5.41 by the term

s, f
rlrans -qx

Px

Consider Figure 7 once again. The distribution and generating functions, b(n)

and CB (z), are now developed for the limited retransmission case or the truncated

geometric distribution for retransmissions. GA (z) and a(n) are developed next. It

is the ultimate goal to obtain an expression for B which is the mean window size

for the system which may be different than A which is the mean size of the TSDU

which originally enters the system.

The development of b(n) and Ga(.: ) uses a variation of Raychadhur i's method

of analyzing a slotted 4~OHA ARQ go back :\ scheme [11J. The variation con-

cerns itself with expected packet size of a TSDl~ which is not necessarily completed
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on the first attempt.

Define the following terms:

p == P [A DT TPDLI is success[ullu ackno'U1Ieged]

and p + q = 1.

P [j packet message sent successfully) = P [j -0] (.5.:-14 )

(
I"" .-r -)o.oo

p [,messa.ge s.ize goes 1== P[ ._£] == j-z
from J to l packets J P q forO<isj.

A conservation argument is now examined. In this argument, the following

equation is satisfied:

Arrival into Departure of the composite messaqes
==the transmission phase that are successfully transmitted

or

x

Aa == A 2: P[j-Q]b(j)
j==1

'X

== A 2: pl b(j)
j==1

So

where

'X

GB(p) == ~ b(j) pj
j==1

(
.-r "_)o .o,

(5.58)

There is now an expression for the feedback arrival rate. but the exact

expression of GB(z) must be determined. To do this, a steady state flow equation

is examined.
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of si:e J 0/ si:e j

That is, {new arrivals of size j} + {old transmissions converted to size j} are

equated to {departures from the transmission phase of service}.

x )-1
~aa(j)+~ L P[i-j]b(i) = 'Ab(j) 2: P[j-i]

i=j~l z=o

for i~ 1.

which is

~ )-1 .
Aaa(j) + A I pZ-Jqb(i) = 'A.b(j)pJ + 'Ab(j)2 p J - Zq

J=j~l i=l

This can be rearranged to produce

.i -1. . x
b ( j)p! + b(j) qp J 2.: p - t - qp - ) ~ P t b ( i )

i=l i=J+l

Xl

= pb(j)-qp-j 2.: pib(i)
i=j+l

The same approach must be applied to j-1 packet messages.

A }-2. x: .' .
_a a(j-l) = b(j-l)~ P[()-l)-z]- ~P[l-()-l)lb(z)
A £=0 z=j

for i~2.

15.59)

(5.60)

(,).61 )

(5.62)

(,5.63)



= b( j - 1) [p} . I + }'2.? P} - I - I q] -- ±p' () I )qb ( i )
%=1 l~)

x

= b(j-l)p-pqp-JLpib(i)
i=J

Subtracting Equation 5.64 from Equation .5.62 yields

~a [a (j) -- a(J~- 1) 1= b(j)P - b( j - 1)+ b(j)q

= b(j) - b(j-l)

So

b(j)-b(j-l) = GB(p) [pa(j)-paU-l) I forj~:2

(,5.65)

(,5.66)

Take the z transform of both sides of the last equation in the applicable range

(for j?2):

I [b(j) - b(j - 1)lz} = GB(p) I [pa(j) - a(j-l) ]zj
j=2 j=2 P

This becomes

(5.67)

GB(z) - b(l)z - zGB(z) = GB(p) [A(Z) - a(1)z - ; ..1(Z)] (5.68)

Equation 5.62 for j = 1 yields an expression in b( 1) and a( 1):

'Xl

GB(p)a(l) = b(l)p - !L 2: b(i)pi
P i=2

= b(l)p - !l..(GB(p)-b(l)p)
p

= b(l)p - !LCB(p)-b(l)q
p
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So

b(l) := GB(p)(a(l) + !L)
p

Placing this result back into Equation 5.68 produces

CB(z)(l - z) = [cB(p)a(l) + CB(p) ~]z

+ CB(p) [.4(Z) - ; ..1(z)1- CB(p)a(l)z

= CB (p ) [ ~z + A_ (;:) - zA~ z) ]

or

Inverting this yields

[

n 1 n-l ]
b(n) = GB(p) !L + 2: a(k) - - L a(k)

P k=O P k==O

1 [ n-l 1= -GB(p) q + P a(n) - q2: a(k)
.P k=O

1 [ :C]= -GB(p) p a(n) - q2: a(k)
P k=n

(5.70)

(.5.71 )

(5.72)

In the previous equations, GB(p) is used. This value is now derived. Recall

that

The throughput, S, must be equal to the message input rate times the mean size of

the input message.
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The throughput is also equal to the input rate of the feedback messages times

the size of the messages that are partially or completely transrnitted.

cc J-l

S = A I L (j-i)P[j-i}b(j)
j=ll-=O

-C ) - 1

= 'A I b(j) ~ (j - i)P[j-i]
j= 1 z =0

which can be rewritten as

~ = J~l b(j) [jP[j-Q] + ~t:(j - i)P[j-i]I
= ±b(j) [[iPl + ii:1jp[j_ill· - [ii:LiP[j_i] 11

) = 1 l = 1 t = L

= ±b(j)[[iPl + lfLjqpl-l]_ [Ji:liqpi-, 1]
J=l . t=1 t=l

= ±b(j) [[iPl + jqpJ p~l - ~~J I]
)=1, - P

:c [ [ r i _p-(j-l) IIL b(j) qp i p - 1 1- p _ I? - J ----=----
j = 1 (1- p)'" 1- p - 1

Now

1

1 -1-p

So Equation 5.74 becomes

-r [ )+11= ~ b(j) J!.. - e:.:
) = 1 q q

(t).73)

(5.74)



= .P... (l-GB(p))
q .

Equating this with the earlier result of GB (p )..4 yields

6L

(5.75)

(.5.76)

From the moment generating function. Equation 5.7t. the value of R can be

determined. The pole at Z= 1 presents a problem so that the mean will be found

from the equation:

d
2

.) (CB(Z)(l-Z))
(dz )-

evaluated at z==l. This is

== G ()~[£+ G.(z)- ZGA(Z)]
B P (dz)2 P A. P

(5.77)

Because this generating function is a factorial moment generating function, the

previous equation simplifies to

8=qA(A-l)+2A
2(q)( + p)

= qP+A(l+p)
2(q-,4 + p)

5.3.3.3. Expressions for Composite Widow Size

A summary of the important results obtained thus far is now given

PGB(p)= -
qA +p

t ,. - P [fl(Z)(P-=)+q;;]
GB ( .. ) - - (1--)

q.A. + P P Jw

(5.78)
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.~

pa ( n ) + (/ ~ a ( j )
j :: n

qJ4 +p

B = qff!+.:r (1 + P )

2(qA + p)

b(n) =

All that remains IS to determine a(n) and its moments for virtual circuit and

datagram transactions.

~-\ TSDU has a packet size of n when its size is greater than (n-l) packets and

less than or equal to n packets. Figure -; shows the model used when t.rausrn it ting

DT TPDUs. In it, a(n) is the probability mass function of the number of DT

TPDLfs per TSDU entering the data transfer phase of service. The probability

mass fu nct ion. b(n), applies to the remaining number of D'T TP[)("s of a 1'SDl'" in

the transfer phase of service.

a(n) is no\v given.

a(l) = P[TSDU £8 1 packet in length]

prO < A $ dmax]

(.5.79)

(.5.80)

a(2) = P[dmax < A ~ 2 d·max]

2

= e Ztedu - e ltedu (.5.81)

a(n) = P[(n-l) dmax < A :5 n dmax]

(,).82)

So



- "J..

.-1 ~.., n a(n)
~ L

n=l ---

1 - e Lt.d".

And

:c

G.4 (.:) = 2: a (-n )zn
n=l

[e It.ldU 1 ]

1---

:e -i,«;

= -
1---

I - ze .ltlldu.

(.5.84)

When the value for a(n) is substituted into the expression for b(n), b(n) is found to

be identical to a(n). This should come as no major surprise because a(n) is

geometrically distributed in the virtual circuit data transmission.

5.3.4. Special Considerations fo r Datagram T'r-ansuct.ions

Because the datagram transaction is accomplished on the back of a CR TPDl~

when data is small or with DT TPDUs, the a(n) distribution must be modified.

This modification results in a different value for the distribution of B. In addition,

the datagram service is accomplished with either the short transfer or the blos-

somed transfer. Consequently, both transfers are taken into consideration.

The first expression given is the datagram probability density function. This

gives the probability that a datagram transaction is a short transfer. The cornple-

ment of this value is the probability that the transaction is blossomed.

The moments for the short transfer are obtained from the datagram probabil-

ity density function. The window size of the short transfer is one packet. F urther-

more, the packet size of a short transfer TSDU entering the protocol system is the



same as the TSDL~ packet sizp if the n lh is u nsuccesst'u l. For t he blossomed t ru.n-

saction; however. the window size randorn variable must be developed.

5.3.4.1. Datagram Probability Density Function

Datagram transactions occur in one of two ways. They can be short transfers

which are handled by the CR TPDU or they can be blossomed transfers which are

handled by the DT TPDUs.

Since the maximum size of a DT TPDU is dmax, the average size of a TSDL~

is Xtsdu dmax . The maximum size of a CR TPDU is cmax. So

(max

P [S'hort Transfer] = J"
o

1 - e

cmax

Itlldu. dmaz (,5.8.5)

It stands to reason that the probability of the mutually exclusive event, the blos-

sorned transfer, is given by

P[Blossomed Transfer] = e

cmax

u.«; dmaz (5.86)

Finally, any expectation of random variable, RV, for this class of message will

be given by

E[RV] = E[RV I Short Transfer]P[~,hort Transfer]

+ E[RV I Blossomed Trans/er]P[Blo.5somed Transfer]

(5.87)



5.3.·t.2. 'fhe Short 'fransfer

The probability density function (pdf) of a short transfer is given by

1
- cmaL

It.du. dmaze

I

[

1 I --_._--u,«; dmaz

Xtsdu. dmax e (.5.88)

This pdf produces

[

S ize of ]
E Short Transfer =

TSD[!

cmax

I .l o

(5.89)

em ax

cmcz

1 - e

cmax

:ltflrJ.u. dmaz

x e

1 - e

Itsdu dmax e
-------+

So for a short transfer, .i4 is the previous result divided by crnax.

5.3.4.3. The Blossomed Transfer

Let the letters, BL, represent the blossomed transfer. With that abbreviation,

the distribution for the blossomed TSDU can be derived. For the moment, let

crnax = drnax. And let

_ p [ TSDU is n packets ~4IVD ]
f BL (n) = the transfer is blossomed

which is the a(n) distribution for the blossomed transfer. Then

(.5.90)

as that is a short transfer and not a blossomed transfer.

2dmax 1

f ('J) f It.d.1. dmaz dt
BL ... = -e

dmaz Xtsdu
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In general

Thus

- e

n -1 n

e

66

(5. 9l)

n -1 n

For simplicity, let

e
o

- e u,«: for n ~ 2
otherwise

(.5.92)

Then

1

C == e itsdu. 1

n

Ce for n ~ :.2

o otherunse

(5.93)

One way to find ..=tBL and A§L is to first determine

n

(5.94)

let

(l = e

then

x:

= ~ e"n c.»
~

n=2
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., .).

l't - e :"== C~I__-
l-ue.J

So

==

( 'l .)Ct - a - e-$

1- e ItlJdu e S

(5.96 )

Note here that JIA (1) == a which is to be expected as this is a conditioned random

variable.

)rO\V

- = -!£ J,J (0)
A BL ds..t

(0. - 0. 2 ) [1 2e:!s
- ae J

(,5.97)

= 0: (2-0:)
1 - 0: (,5.98)

So

The second moment is given by

u 2 - 30: + -t
(1 - a)2

(,5.99)



and

u.
u:

( 1

(1 - ur~

tiS

(;3.100)

(5.101)

In the datagram transactions, a(n) is no longer a geometric distribution

because these are short transfers and blossomed transfers. The size of the short

transfer TSDU is certainly not geometr-ically distributed. The blossomed transfer

TSDU must be at least one packet ill length, so it is not geornetr ica.lly distributed.

Therefore, b(n )*a (n ) and B is not equal to A. This is shown in appendix c.
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4~NALY-SIS OF TI-IE V~~RIOlJS NIESSAC;E (TSDU) C~L~~S~ES

It is now time to apply the results to the different classes of TSDUs. The first

class of TSDl" to be examined is the SOLID_ESTA..B class. It is followed by the

T\\'~O\V,,-\\'"_XFER and the TRI\'V4\y"_ArER class. Finally, the pathological coun

terparts of the first three are considered: NO_EST}-\B. Tvvo\\r~-\ Y_F.:\.II.j. and the

TRIWAY_FAIL classes of TSDU.

Each class of T~r)l; is examined in three steps. The timing d iagrarn. based

upon the protocol specification is given. The model for that class of TSDlT is then

presented. Finally. expressions for Tt and Te are developed from the model,

6.4. Successful Virtual Circuit Class (SOLID_ESTAB)

The timing diagram for the SOLID_EST.LL\B class of TSDU is shown in Figure

8. From this diagram, a model can be created. This model appears in an earlier

chapter as Figure .5.

6.4.1. External Service Time for the ESTAB Class Message

The mean external service time, Te • is the sum of three terms: the time to

create a connection. the time to send the data, and the time to terminate the con

nection. The first and last terms are overhead TPDL
T

phases and are given by

Equation .5.:21. The data transfer phase is given by Equation ,)..5:3. So the external
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Network
. Delay

----cc ______
GOOO.J:C

U_CON-req ~ _

N_CONJ:onf .~. ' '. '. ' .
CA

DATA TRANSFER ---

OR_SENT

AEFjlAIT

........... · · ......•.. I

DR i

~
----------- ,

.~ ;

CLOSED

Figure 8: ESTA8 Class Message Timing Diagram



[ tXeR - cc + initiate" ;: (1- q!)] +

r, = [tXDR - DC + terminate" ;: (1- qf)I+

[trD T + rtrans";: (1- q/) ]

where

tIeR - CC TCR + 2 *T:VD + r.;
tXDR-DC TDR + oJ *T + TDC- ND

tIDT
lC' TDr + *T + TA e A:.rt.~du "2 .VD

6.4.2. Transport Entity Service "rime

The transport entity time is

t, = sr.; + _1 (1 - q!) + _1_ (1 - q!) + _1 (1
Pc Pd Px

where Tsys is the time the local entity requires to process a request.

Finally,

q!)
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(6.1)

(6.2)

T (6.3)

6.5. Normal Datagram Transactions

Recall that datagram transactions are divided into the two disjoint transfers:

short transfers and blossomed transfers. Because of this, the expected value of an

arbitrary random variable, y.. , is given by

E [Y-] = E [ Y Ishort transfer] P [.short tran.5fer]
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+ E [ }' IblosS () tr ed I rans]erJ P [bloss 0 TtL f~ d I r f/. n»fer]

This reflects the fact that the short and blossomed transfers employ different

transfer methodologies. Because of this the two transfer mechanisms are treated

separately.

6.5.1. Two Way Datagram Transfer Class (TWOW AY_XFER)

The timing diagram of the .rwowA Y_XFER class TSDU undergoing short

transfers (Figure 9) and blossomed transfer (Figure 10) result in the model

presented in Figure 11. The short transfers encounter the user network connection

establishment, REF _'vVAIT and CLOSED phases of service. In this model, connec-

tion establishment refers to the sending of the data appended to the CR TPDl~

which is acknowledged by the DR rrPI)lf of the peer transport entity.

6.5.1.1. Service Time for Short 'Tr-ansfer-s

The external service time contribution for the short transfer transaction of

this class of TSDU is given by the equation

where

t - ~[ CR sizeL + 2 *T + T
Xshort - t ND DR

ne _cap

The local transport service time contribution for the short transfer is given by

- I _ _1 ( _ f) [Short ITt ssnort tr ansjer -1 TnS + 1 q.c.; P trans fer
P.lS

(6.6)
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Figure 10: TWOWAY-XFER (Blossomed Transfer)
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ti.5. L.2. Service T'Irnc for Hloasorned T'r-ansfcr-s

The external service time contribution for the blossomed transfer transaction

of this class of TSDlJ is given by the equation

Te i blossomed transfer ==

tXCR-CC + initiate*.!!.::....(1-Q!) +
Pc

B) + [
blossolned]

P (6.7)
trans! er

where tx CR _ CC is defined as before and

The local transport service t irue for the blossomed transfer is given by

1 ( ) [blossomed]
Tt Iblossomed transfer = 4 *Tsys + -. 1 - q/ P trans! er

P"

(6.8)

6.5.1.3. Service Times for the TWOWAY_XFER Class The external timetaken in

a TvVOvVAY_XFER TSDU transaction is obtained by combining the results

obtained for the short transfer case and the blossomed transfer case.

r. = fttXskOff + initiate * qxs (1 - q/s) }p [t t: ]
. Pu rans er

• •• .J- qc ( f)
tXeR - cc + tnztzate"'- 1- qc +

Pc
+

. - qx
tx + Pr. TDT(A - B) + rlrans*-(l-q!)

Pr.

p [blossomed]
trans] er

(6.9)

The local time for transactions of this class of TSDlJ is given by



+ [_1 (1 - f) 1p [blossomed]
Px qz trans! er

6.5.2. Three Way Datagram Transfer Class (TRIWAY_XFER)
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(6.10)

The last of the normal transactions to be discussed is the three way datagram

transaction. The timing diagrams for the short and blossomed transfers are

shown in Figures 12 and 13 respectively. The model for the TRI\\;:\ )·_XFER

class of TSDU is shown in Figure 14.

For three way transfers. some differences are apparent. The CR-[,>R exchange

is governed by the local terminate timer. but the DR-DC exchange i~ governed by

the remote timer.

6.5.2.1. Short Transfer Serviee Time

The external time for the data transmission phase of service is then made up

of the CR-DR exchange and DR-DC exchanges in the event that the first peer DC

TPDU arrive after the terminate timer expires. Thus, in the short transfer tran-

sactions,

E [TJ5hort trans! er] = E [Te C R -DR .z:I
+ E [ T~DR -DC tr:~~:~ter]

The first term is easily obtained:

(6.11)
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E [ T e C R _ DR Ishort [ran.'; fer] E~+'.!.T. + T,
t

.\D ORne _cap

S I

. .. QZ3 ( f )+ znztzate- 1 - q.lS

PIS

where PXS == P{CR-DR exchange is successful}. and q.lS + P.lS

term is more difficult to obtain.

(6.12)

1. The second

+ (terminate + E [e 1 ] ) s«

where Pd - P{The DR-DC exchange was successful} and P« + qd = 1.

But

E[e 1 ] = tXOR-DCPd + (terminate + E[e 2 ] )qd

where lXDR-DCPD = TDR + 2TiVD + TDc

and in general

(6.1:3 )

(6.1-1)

tXOR-OCPd + (terminate + E[e n + 1])qd (6.1.5)

for n = 1,2,3 .... ~f -1

with

E [ef ] = tXOR-DC Pf - tXOR-DC as Pf-l

This is a recursive relation of the form

where

(6.16)



0"n ...

.-\ ==

B=
tXDR-DCPd + lerminate~qd

qd

ao = E[Te Ishort transfer]DR-DC

an = E [en]

This relation has the solution

So

n -~

an = .tt n - LIII + B ~ .4. 1 for n ==
z=o

0) 3 f- ~ ' ••0' (6.17)

f -- 2
~4 f - 1a 1 + R ~ ;\ 1

1=-0

1 -- :t f -1
= .-\ f La l + /3 ---

I - A

(6.18)

(6.19)

A final expression for ao is obtained by eliminating a 1 from Equation 6.18 and

Equation 6.19.

[
TDR Pd

Af- 1 B +
qd

1 - Af- 1

+ B---
1 - A



= tXDR-DC - TDRPd + term£nate!!.!:...(l- qi)
Pd

So

(6.20)

E [Te Ishort transfer]

. .. qxs (+ lnztzate- 1
Pxs

+ tXDR-DC - TDRPd + term£nate!!.!:... (1 - q!J
Pd

(6.21)

The local time can be written down by inspection

E [Tt Ishort lran.,/erj = t *'r',::y.') + _1_ (1 - qfs) + _1_ (l -- qJ)
PIS »«

6.5.2.2. Blossomed Three Way Datagram Transfer

(6.22)

Here again, only the DR-DC exchange is governed by the terminate timer.

From the section on data transmission,

E[T blossomed] =
e transfer

. .. * qc (1 f)tIeR - cc + initiate - - qc
Pc

where

+ lXDT + Px TD r T(X - B)

+ rtrans'!!":'- (1 - q!)
Px

-- . * qd (+ lXDR-DC - TDRPd + terminate - 1
Pd

(6.:.?:3)



· \ -=- f!.:'[ 1'S'l)[r s i:e eul er in q the .<:iy"letn]

B == E[TSDU size being served by the systern]

IXCR- ce' == TCR + TND + Tec

- B*T T ffilXDT = Dr + -,VD + 1.4c K

lXDR-DC == TDR + T1VD + TDc

Px - P[ Window is .5uccesslu~

p(~ - P[CR-CC successjullu exchanged]

P,t == P[DR-DC successfully exchanged]

The local entity time, E [ TI ], is given by

[ ]

1 - q! 1 - q! 1 - q!
E Til blossomed transfer = 4 *T,ys + Pc c + Pd d + PI.

since the data transmission service is peculiar to the blossomed transfer.

6.5.2.3. Service Times for the TRIW f\ Y_XFER Class

The total entity time is

(6.24 )

1 - qd
Tt = 4 *TSY3 +

Pd

1 - q! [ short 1
+ IS P

PIS Trans! er

[ 1 - qc
+

1 - q! IP [ blossomed I
(6.25 )+

Pc Px Transfer

and

Te = (E [r, Iblossomed transfer] P[ blossomed transfer] )

+ (E [ r, Ishort transfer IP[short transfer] )



H5

tXeR - cc + initiate ~~ (1 -- q!)
Pc

+ tXDT + PI TDr T(A4 - B) +

=
+ tXDR-DC - TDRPd

+ . .s« ( q{ )ierrniriale - 1 -
PJ.

rtransi:- (1 - qf J
PI X P [bI0.580rned] (6.26)

trans f er

+

JUf& + ~T.VD + TDRnet_cap

+ initiate qu (1 - qfs )
PIS

+ term.ITIILfp.~ (1 -- IfJ)
Pd

[
short 1

p trans! er

6.6. Pathological TSDU Classes

The final group of TSDlTs to be considered is the pathological classes of mes-

sages: NO_ESTAB, T\VO\VA)'"_F AIL, and the TRIWAY_F AIL classes. These

classes should occur infrequently as they are cases in which initiation parameters

are in disagreement. This condition increases unnecessary traffic in the transport

layer and the layers below in addition to reducing performance to the upper layers.

6.8.1. The Unsuccessful Virtual Circuit Class (NO_ESTAB)

The timing diagram for the )[O_EST~~ class of TSDlT is shown in Figure 1.5.

The model associated with that class of TSDlT appears in Figure 16.

E [ r, ] is simply
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The local transpor t service t.irne con t.rib u t ion for the -hor: t ru n-Icr is giV(\fl by

E[Tt ] = 4 *Tsys + _1 (1 - qL J
PIS

6.6.202. Blossomed Transfer

(6.30)

The external service time contribution for the blossomed transfer transaction

of this class of TSDlT is given by the equation

E[r
e

bl0,580
j
m,ed] = [txeR cc + initilLte*~(l··· q!)] + TDRtrans er - ,

Pc

where tXcR _ CC is defined as before and

The local transport service time for the blossomed transfer is given by

E [Tt Iblossomed tran.5/er] == -l icTsys + _1_ (1 - q! J + 1 ~T$Y"
Pc

6.6.2.3. Total Service Time

Putting this together yields

T == E[T I short trans/er]P[short transfer]

+ E [T I blossomed transfer] P [blossomed tran.5fer]

1 - qf [Short]= 4 *T + IS * P
s~ transferPzs

[
1 - q! 1 [blossomed]+ ~ + 1 *T P

Pc sys trans fer

I, q I [ short I+ tXshort + initiate *~(1 - q!) P t ... /
P .rans er

IS

(6.:31 )

(6.32)

(6.33)



[ [

(I . ]. J [bI() ."'i.~ () rtled I
+ tIeR - cc + initiate? p: (l -- q!) + 'tDR P trans] er

6.6.3. Unsuccessful Three Way Datagram Class (TRIW A Y_F AIL)

(6.;1.1)

The last message class to consider is the three way datagram failure. The tim-

ing diagrams and the model for this r lass of TSDl~ are found in Figures 20-22.

The mean times for the short transfers are the same as those for the

TRIWA.'t"_XFER class. The mean times for the blossomed transfers are the same

as those for the ~O_EST~U3 class TSDl~.

6.6.3.1. Blossomed Transactions

E [ r, Iblossom ed ir ans]er] = [t-c« - CC + initiate *;: (1-- q!)I
+ [tXDR-DC + terminate*;: (l- q1) ]

where

TCR *T + TeetXeR - cc I 2 .VD

lXDR -DC = TDR + :2 *T.VD + TDC

and

E [ t, Iblossomed transfer] 4 t.; + _1 ( 1_ q!) + _1 ( 1- qJ )
Pc Pd

6.6.3.2. Short Transfers

(6.36)

E [ r, Ishort transfer]
= EfC'Rl

ne t_cap
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. .. qI.~ (+ lnztltzte- 1
PIS

- . q,f (1 ! )+ tXDR-DC - TDRPd + termznate- -- qd
Pd

The local time can be written down by inspection

E[Tt lshort tran8Ier ] = -tT
S Y 8

+ _1_(1 - qL) + _1_(1 ~ 111)
v.. »«

6.6.3.3. Final TRIW AY_F AIL Times

The entity time is

(6.37)

(6.38)

+

For the external time

1 - q! [Short Iis P
Pis transI er

__q_/ p [bI0 8 S 0rned]
Pc ir ans] er

(6.:39 )

Te = E [ r, Ishort transfer] P [c:1

+ E [ r, Iblossomed transfer] P [b::;::~erdI (6.40)

=

~ + T-DR + initiate qxs (1 - qxfs) ++ 2T1VD
net_cap PIS

. qd ( f)
tXDR-DC - TDRPd + iermincte rr: 1 - qd,

Pd

[
short 1

P trans! er

+

tXCR _ CC + initiate *~( 1- q!) +
Pc

. * qd (1 f)t:l DR - DC + ierm inule - - qd,
Pd .

p [blosso.med]
transI er

(6.41)



6.7. Combined Classes or 'rSI)l.Js

The input stream to the system is assumed to have a. Poisson distribution.

Since the SUITl of Poisson streams has a Poisson distribution. one can analyze the

time delay of a mixture of classes of TSDUs by determining the time delay of each

different class of TSDU separately and then the ratio of each class to the total

input stream, "'It . That is,

Niimber of transactions of class i TS1DUs
-y I == (6.~12)

Total Number of transactions

The the total time delay is found by multiplying each time delay just calculated by

the corresponding -y i and then summing these weighted times up.
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RESULTS

7.1. Introduction

The analytical model is now compared with simulation results in Tables 1-4.

In the first three tables, each class of TSDl~ is segregated in the simulation and

then compared to the analytical model. The forth table shows the comparison

between a simulation with a mixture of all six classes of TSDUs and the model.

The first table cornparos the model and simu lation values for all six classes or

TSDCs in an error free net wor k e n vironmen t. The second table shows the

behavior of the EST~W class TSDlJ in a network subject to transaction error rates

of one, five, and ten percent. T'able B demonstrates the breakdown of the BC~lP

approximation. Here the DT TPDU size is successively reduced so it approaches

the size of the DR TPDl~ which is actually a priority TPDlT.

The final table, Table 4, contains the results when all six TSDV classes are

mixed in a single simulation with an expected transaction loss probability of one

percent. The message composition chosen represents the TSDU mixtures that

should appear in computer communications, the message traffic that the transport

protocol should see.
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Analysis of Results

The previous models reviewed [5-8] either only suggest modeling approaches

or fail to treat adequately the transport protocol. The results given in the preced

ing chapter show the model developed in this dissertation to be a highly usable and

reliable tool for analyzing the delay in all three normal classes of TSDlTs. Even for

the extreme condition of pathological classes of datagrams, the model estimates

time delays within fourteen per cent of simulation values. The model treats net

work error very well.

When all classes of TSDC·s are introduced in the proportions expected in nor-

mal wide area network communications, a reasonable transaction error rate of one

percent is used. With this realistic environment, the model estimates time delays

within five per cent of simulation values.

In looking at the model breakdown, one sees that the model underpredicts

times, as is to be expected. Here, the DT transmissions take roughly the same

amount of time as the DR transactions and compete more fiercely for the local

entity's services. It is seen that as the DT size approaches the mean value of the

DR size ( forty octets ), the model degrades but remains usable. developing only an

eighteen per cent difference from simulation values.

In normal use of the protocol. the size of the DT TI:-)DliS is not the same order

of magnitude as the DR TPDlf sizes. In fact, the DT is at least eight times larger
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aud reaches 50 times the [)l{ ~IZ(\ in some im p h-muntu t ious. Fllrth<:rtllo['('. lbt·

pathological classes are seldom encountered In transmissions. This is expected

because no facility would plan to waste bandwidth on a protocol which sacrifices

measurable bandwidth on unsuccessful connection attempts.

Because of these points, the analytical model provides a strong analysis of the

NBS implementat.ion of the class 4: OS [ transport layer protocol in an realistic wide

area network environment.
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~[f\JOR FINDINC~S i\ND FU~rURE DrREC~TIO~S

This dissertation shows that the transport entities and the network layers can

be effectively modeled as a two node BCNIP network. The use of the 8C~~lP theory

is a bold move requiring the priority treatment of the DR TPDt.~ to be ignored.

None the less, the resulting analytical model provides a viable tool Ior the analysis

of the transport protocol which can be used to choose the grade of service and

timer values providing the most cost effective delay characteristics.

The 8C·~l~) assurup t iou provides a tractable expression for t imc <I (-'la), - the

first expression for the tirne delay of the transport layer protocol! The analytical

model allows easy estimation of time delay.

The chapter on concerns of management looks at the overall impact of the

transport protocol on computer communications. This chapter provides the per

spective to decide if overhead costs are tolerable when weighed with the advan

tages of accessing outside network computing resources and demonstrates that

short, interactive applications add virtually no communication overhead in addi

tion to that already introduced in the network layer by using datagram service.

The time spent in the local entity scarcely impacts the protocol's perfor

rnance. At first, this seeII1S absurd, but comparison of the time spent in executing

the operating system commands to the normal wide area network service times

supports this conclusion. This is also apparent from the protocol specification.
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The t-ranspor-t layer is to provide t.ru.nspurr-n t end-to-pnd dala truu-mission to the

session layer. The smaller the time spent in the transport entity becomes, the

more transparent the transport protocol becomes.

The distinct layering of the OSI reference model is used in this dissertation.

In the time delay analysis carried out in this dissertation, this methodology is used

on the network, transport and session (user) layers. Since each layer is intention

ally separate from the other, a powerful analytical methodology is now available

when reliable lower layer statistics are available. The network layer used by the

NBS transport layer has accurate statistics available which allows this tool to be

applied to the transport layer.

Study of the manner in which the transport layer directs the network layer

leads to development of relations for the random variables. Network layer statis

tics are then used with those relationships to produce an expression for the mean

time delay". One can see that the session layers service to the presentation layer is

the next topic for study.

There are other areas for further research. The model used in this study can

be enhanced in several ways. It can be modified to deal with Local Area Networks

(LANs); however, this makes the model much more difficult as external service

time is about the same order of magnitude as the local entity time in L~-\.Ns. This

environment also closely couples the two nodes which strains the assumption that

the DR TPDl] receives no priority treatment. The resulting LAN model cannot be

based on the BeNfF assu rn pt.ion and therefore requires a major effort. It should,
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however. yield to the met hodolog icn] dp(,ofJlJ..iosit ion a.pp roa ch Ilsed In t his d isser t.a-

tion.

The transport model could most likely be freed of the assurnp tion that the

TSDU length is exponentially distributed without compromising the time delay

predictions.

The last area for future research involves TSDU transmission windows. In

this disser tatiou, the TSDl: is assumed to be accommodated by a single t ransrnis

sian window. Thus, a TSDU could be transmitted in one data transmission phase.

The model can be refined by perrnit ting the window to be smaller than the TS[)C
r

requiring more than one trunsmission phase and making use of the sliding window

mechanism of the class -t transport layer protocol.
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APPENDICES

11.1. Appendix A: Expected Number of External Services

v'z is made up of two components. The number of local services and the

expected number of external trips in a phase. llj is determined by letting the pro-

bability of success be denoted, p. Denote the probability of failure as q and then,

get a rough idea of the final form by assuming a strict geometric distribution,

= 1+.2
P

'There is a limit to the number of retransmissions, which is denoted by f.

Thus, the distribution for the number of attempts is no longer geometric. l/j must

be calculated in another manner.

(~~.2a)

or

where

E [<I>tJ = 1*p + (1+ E [cI>2]) *q

= 1 + E[<()2] *q

So

(i\.2b)

(.-\.~c)
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und li n.rlly

(.L\.2d)

where PI is the probability that the last attempt is successful. 'Timers generally

are chosen in this protocol to make this probability very close to unity.

Considering the following variables aids the determination of the expected

number of transmissions in an external phase:

E [«()n] for n == 1,:2 ..... 1'.

Then the system of equations becomes

an = 1 + qan + 1 for 0:::; n ~ f

This can be rearranged in the following way:

(.~.3)

q

1

q

where A = l/q and B = -l/q.

The value for an is then easily solved.

n > 1
t n B ''''.t t

l'"1 ao + -... '1

z=o



\\'hich is easi ly show n by ind uc Lion. I{l'pl ac iIlg n h ~'v" f

f -1
at = A f a + B ') A to ~

i=O

and

1-
1 [1raf - B ~ -

l~O «.
ao = [: r

11--

qf af +
1 qf

qf-
q _l!..

q

Since at 1.

qf 1 La o = + - -
p P

1 + ql [1 - ~]
P

1 (1 - ql '-I J-
p

11.2. Appendix B: Service Time of the Second Server

l i n I·~ q t J a t i0 rt i \ • ,-, .v ie IdI.)

(A.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)

1
is the expected service time of the external server. It is now shown that

the expected external service time can be expressed as the sum of the service times

required for each of the service phases divided by the expected number of external

services.



It is evident that

1 =
all phases

E [nu'rnber of external services]

I I .j

(13.1)

Ci2
- = Number of External Services
Cit

(B.2)

Therefore. t . becomes the sum of the service rates for the individual external ser-

vice rates.

1103. Appendix C: Proof that the datagram b(n) is different f'r orn a(n)

To show that the datagram b(n) is different from a(n), one can look directly at

the pro ba b i lit y mass fun c t ion 0 f B whie h was given in t h(\ [o u r (.q lJ ~ It i()rt "I If Tlr 11; i r ,v

in section 5.:3.3.3.

b(n) =

Now

x

GABL(Z) = L c«:«:
n =2

where once again

x

pa (n) + q 2: a (j)
J=n

qA + p

(C.3)

C' == - 1 and a==

Substituting the value of :f BL and the value of a(n) into the equation for b(n)

yields



i=n

f

P(:' u n + (l -- p ) ~ C'tv.]

+ PI-a
(I-p) --

b(n) =

=c an(l-ap)

C(2(p-l) + Ct(2-3p) + P
(C.4)

So b('n) =1= a(n) unless p == 1.

11.4. i\PPENDIX D

11.4.1. Pollaczek - Khinchin

F()ran \ I/ (; / 1 que u ing sys ten 1. the n1eann tJ rn be r 0 f cus to IIIe rs . q-, is

(0.1)

11.4.2. Burke's Output Theorem

The following theorem appears in [12]:

The output process of an ~II/\'[/1 queuing system, in which

(1) the initial distribution is a stationary distribution and

(2) the service is according to first-come-first-served (FIFO)

is Poisson. Moreover, the state of the system ~¥t and the number of departures in

{D.t] are independent.

11.,t.3. Burke's General Output Theorem
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if \. is a bir t.h-doat.h process satisfying

(1) Ai==A (all arrival rates are equal)

(2) 2:7rJ <'JJ;and
j

(3) The initial distribution P[~Yo= j] is given by

then the sequence of death times forms a Poisson process of rat» ,\ ann the

number of deaths in (O,t] and the state at time t are independent.

From [1:~], the following theorem is given.

11.4.4. Jackson's Theorem

Burke's theorem is extended to include feedback networks of ~ servers. If

~ == (n1,n2p ... n,v) is the global state variable denoting ni customers at server i

then the following product form solution holds:

In [12], Gordon and Newell's theorem is stated:

11.4.5. Gordon-Newell

The Jackson network which is closed is a Gordon-Newell network. The sta-

tionary distribution is of the product form,
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11.-1.6. .J(~M I) Networks

The most general of the Jackson models is the BCNIP network. These are

networks with N nodes, L classes of customers (such that each class may have

different routing through the network and possibly different service time at a

node), and four allowed node types which satisfy the Poisson output property

and thus guarantee a product form solution.

(1) FCFS, Nl/~[/l

(2) Processor sharing, ~I/G/l

(:3) wI/G/x

(4) LC'FS, Nf/C;/l.

11.4.6.1. Restrictions:

The general service time distributions are required to have a rational Laplace

transform. In types 2,3 and 4, the service time distribution can vary with the cus

tomer class. The network can be open for some classes of customers and closed for

others.

11.4.8.2. Problems Not Applicable to HeMP Solution

(1) Dynamic storage allocation at a switch which allows for variable sized

blocks (this is where the allowed number of packets at a node depends upon

their required storage volume)
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(:.!) Th« llow of multiple customer classes through a FCFS node In w hirl:

the classes have different service time distributions.

(3) State dependent customer routing representing adaptive routing algo

rithms in packet-switched networks.

(4) Priorities.

(5) Models in which the independence assumption do not hold.

11.407. Arrival Theorem

In a closed exponential system, the state seen upon arrival instants has the

same probability distribution as the str-ad v st a te solution of t 1H.' ";1 t ru- ('I()~pd -v-r ern

with one message removed.

11.4.8. Norton's Theorem

The following results are given in [7.9]:

(1) For a closed exponential system, the queue statistics of queue 1 in an original

closed network is identical to the cyclic two-server system consisting of the

Norton equivalent queue of the other queue systems, and the queue under ron-

sideration (queue 1).

(2) For an open queuing network consisting of exponential service times and Pois

son arrivals, for which equilibrium conditions exist, create a Norton

equivalent system or a composite Poisson sou rce and a subsystem consisting of

the system with queue 1 shorted out of the network. The queue length dis

tributions for all queues in the subsystem under examination in this
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equivalent system are t he ~allH' as in the given network.

(3) It can be shown that Norton's theorem holds for the class of networks which

satisfy local balance, using the equivalent queuing system approach.
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11.5. List or Acr-ony rns

i\.CK - acknowledgement TPDU 9

:~;1BC~JP - Baskett Chandy Muntz Palacios ..

CC - connection confirm TPDU 9

CLOSED - housekeeping phase for the connection termination :3.5

CON EST - connection establishment phase 34

CON TER~l- connection termination phase :34

CR - connection request TPDU 9

DATA XFER - data transfer phase 3~1

Dr\.TA. XFER - data transfer request phase . ~3~t

DC - disconnect confirm TPDlT n

DR - disconnect request TPDU 9

DT - data TPDU TPDU .· · 0.................................................. 9

FSwI- finite state machine .. 8

HDLC - High-Level Data Link Control 13

ISO - International Standards Organization 4

LAN - Local Area Networks 0........................................................ 107

l\J13S - National Bureau of Standards 2

NET CON - network connection phase ........................................................

OSI - Open System Interconnection :2

PDF - Probability Distribution Function :39
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pdf - ~Jrobability Density Fu nrt.ion f).~

REF WAIT - reference number timer phase

rtrans == data transmission timer value 41

SNA - System Network Architecture 15

TPDlJ - Transport Protocol Data Unit 9

TSDU - transport service data units

lTSER user - interface phase .

a(n) == probability mass function for original TSDU size ..

b(n) :=: probability mass function for composite TSDlJ size .

.4 == mean size of original 1"'SDC' .

dmax == maximum size of the D'T rrPDl~ ..

GA (z) == generating function for original TSDlJ size .

GB(z) == generating function for composite TSDU size .

initiate == the connection timer value .

n == number of TSDUs in external service ..
e

nt == number of TSDUs in the transport entity ..

p == P[A DT TPDU is successfully acknvwleged] .

Pc == Probability that a CC-CR exchange is successful ..

Pd =Probability that a DC-DR exchange is SIl('("cssful] ..

PI! =P[external service phase does not time out

P =Probability that a data transfer is successful
I .

8

34

.55

19

.),)

-t:2

:35

56

44

·11



fJ 1 ...
I'rohahilit.y t.hut a Short 'I'ransf«r is surcesslu l . II

[] 6~P blossomed Trans] er .

P[.,hort Transfer] 6,1

prj-OJ == P[j packet message sent s'Uccessfully] .56

P [j-i] == P [j packet messaqe reduced i packet] .56

E[ iVO. of DR I
- retransmissions

23

RDT == E [re~:~:~1sasti:ns1 22

TA c« == Mean ti me to t.ransrui t a .\ (11, T PI) l r :20

Tcc == Mean time to trans IT} ita C~ C' TP DU 19

Te OR .: time to transmit the corresponding TPDl; to

TCR == Mean time to transmit a CR TPDU 19

TDC == Mean time to transmit a DC TPDU 00.................................. 20

TDR == Mean t ime to transmi t a DR TPD U eo...................... ~o

Tor ~ Mean time to transrnit a DT TPDU 19

Tays == time the local entity requires to process a request ........ 0... 0................ 71

TTPDU == time to transmit the TPDU 40

T -= the time to serve a TS DU :~.)

T~VD =:: The delay of the n el uiork layer

Te == time taken in external service to ••

.) .),1



7~l :_- t.i rue taken in the lor u l tr n n-cpo r t en t.i ty

term-inate == the termination timer value

I 'J"w"

.) -

.), )

-t2

tXshort
_ ~CR siuL + 2T

ND-net_cap

Xtsdu. == average number of DT TPDtJs sent 21

Z == standard normal random variable 11
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Network
. Delay

CA
-----~-------

.............----~----------------

...........

U_CONJ'eQ
N_CONJ=onf

. . . . . . . . . . .
. .

...........................
AEF~AIT

CLOSED
...........

~._._._--_._---

Fiqure i5: NO~STAB ClasS TSDU Timing Diagram
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Figure 16: BCMP Madel of the NO-ESTA8 Class TSDU
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l~ [ t; ] fXCR-CC + • •. k I/e (1 q/)initiate -
Pc

+ tXDR-DC + terminate * qd (1- q!)
Pd

where

tIeR cc TeR + 2*TND + Tee

tXDR TDR + *T + TDcDC 2 r ,VD

and

E[Tt ] == 4 *t; + _1 (l-q!) + _l_(1- q!)
Pc Pd

Once again. the total tirne taken is

T == T, + T,

6.6.2. Unsuccessful Two Way Datagram Class (TWOWAY_FAIL)

(6.27)

(6.28 )

This class of TSDlT has a timing diagram for short and blossomed transfers

shown on Figures 17 and 18 respectively. The resulting model used for this class of

TSDC is given on Figure 19.

6.6.2.1. Short Transfer

Consider, first, the short transfer attempt.

where

E [r, Ishort transfer] = {tXshort + initiate * ;:: (1 - q£) } (6.29)

tX.,hort
~r C'R s-izeL + ~) ~T-

== - ,VD + TDR
net_cap


